
Bath & Granite  -  4755 E 46th Ave.   Denver, CO  80216  -  (720) 398-6598 

Solid Stone Shower Basin Pricing 
 

 Under 10 sf Under 12 sf Under 15 sf Under 18 sf Under 21 sf Under 25 sf 

Tier 1 $850 $900 $950 $1,100 $1,450 $1,750 

Tier 2 $900 $950 $1,000 $1,150 $1,500 $1,700 

Tier 3 $950 $1,050 $1,200 $1,350 $1,700 $1,900 

Tier 4 $1,150 $1,250 $1,350 $1,500 $1,850 $2,050 

Tier 5 $1,350 $1,450 $1,550 $1,750 $2,150 $2,350 

Tier 6 $1,950 $2,150 $2,350 $2,500 $2,850 $3,050 

Tier 7 $2,600 $2,725 $2,850 $3,000 $3,350 $3,550 

Exotic $3,600 $3,725 $3,850 $4,000 $4,350 $4,550 

Endangered $5,600 $5,900 $6,200 $6,400 $7,900 $8,100 

Free In-Home Measurement & 2” PVC Drain for All Stone Shower Bases 

Stone Color 
Prices above are for in-stock stone colors. Special order stones are available at an additional cost with an additional 
1-2 week lead time. Sales Rep: Add the stone color to the invoice and use the corresponding number of square feet. Input 
zero for the amount so the client isn’t charge for the stone on the order.  

Waterproofing 
We recommend using the ProvaMat waterproofing fabric. One roll will provide more than enough material for any size of 
shower tray.  Notice: If we’re installing, purchase of the ProvaMat is required. 

Non-Rectangular Showers 
If your shower tray is not rectangular (round, neo-angle, etc) you will be charged for the square dimensions 

The Drain  
Custom drain holes are $250. Custom drains must be brought in for templating prior to us beginning fabrication on your 
shower basin. Only round drains can be used with the stone shower basins. 

Fabrication Timeline & Installation 
Shower floor fabrication requires a lead time of 3-4 weeks. Installing your solid stone shower basin is $40 psf. 
 
 
SKU EXAMPLE: LAB/SHOWERFLOOR/15/T1   (Tier 1 stone color, under 15 square feet) 
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